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ABSTRACT 

 
 
 

Analytic geometry deals with those properties of vectors and matrices which are 

invariant with respect to some group of linear transformations. Applying this program to 

projective geometry, one is lead in a natural way to the study of the bracket algebra. 

Bracket algebra has been an important tool for mechanical theorem proving because of 

its effective computational property and the underlying property of projective geometry.   

Like projective geometry, affine geometry also needs an algebra which has invariant 

property and is easily computable for symbols. These algebras can raise the efficiency 

of mechanical theorem proving. At present, the work of mechanical theorem proving for 

conics is limited, the study concerned will not only develop the theory of bracket 

algebra, but also produce the new method in mechanical theorem proving.   

 
The following is our main work in bracket algebra and mechanical theorem 

proving.  

 
In theory of bracket algebra, we obtain the four following results. First, we give a 

theorem that a bracket polynomial in a syzygy ideal can be quasi-divided to zero by 

3-term Grassmann-Plücker relations. Second, we construct the Wu bases of syzygy 

ideals. Third, we set affine bracket algebra and construct its Gröbner bases and Wu 

bases. At last, we give an algorithm named contraction to simplify bracket polynomials. 

These theories not only simplify Cayley outer product factorization and give effective 

methods for reducing bracket polynomials, but also give an effective symbolic 

computational tool for studying affine geometry.  

  
In application of bracket algebra, we obtain the two following results. First, we 

give the synthetic bracket representations for the pole, polar, tangent of a conic in 

projective geometry; and ones for parabola and its tangent, diameter in affine geometry; 



and ones for hyperbola, ellipse, and their respective center, tangent, diameter, conjugate 

diameter and asymptotes in affine geometry. Using these plenty of synthetic 

representations for geometric models will bring effective geometric computation. 

Second, we apply the above theory and the first application to mechanical geometric 

theorem proving, in which we give the following new elimination methods: (1) the 

combination of expansion and contraction technique to eliminate points constructed by 

conics in projective and affine geometry,  (2) the combination of contraction and 

reduction by Wu bases to eliminate free points. These methods produce the shortest 

proofs for incidence geometric theorems, and the shorter proofs for theorems of conics 

in projective and affine geometry. Also, these methods can produce and simplify 

elimination rules, produce less nondegeneracy conditions with geometric meaning 

automatically. 
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